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We derive a mobility tensor for many cylindrical objects embedded in a viscous sheet. This tensor
guarantees a positive dissipation rate for any configuration of particles and forces, analogous to the
Rotne-Prager-Yamakawa tensor for spherical particles in a three-dimensional viscous fluid. We test our
result for a ring of radially driven particles, demonstrating the positive-definite property at all particle
densities. The derived tensor can be utilized in Brownian dynamics simulations with hydrodynamic
interactions for such systems as proteins in biomembranes and inclusions in free-standing liquid
films. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5037061

I. INTRODUCTION

Many systems in nature are based on thin sheets of a
viscous fluid. The main example is biomembranes.1 Other
examples are soap films,2 liquid crystalline films,3,4 and
monolayers at fluid-fluid interfaces.5 Many studies have been
devoted to the in-plane dynamics of such systems, some
of which are reviewed in Ref. 6. These studies include, in
particular, the derivation of the self-mobility of an isolated
cylindrical particle in a viscous sheet,7,8 the pair-mobility
of two such objects,9 and the hydrodynamic kernel asso-
ciated with the flow due to a point-force.10,11 We briefly
review these results below. In addition, various numerical
schemes were developed to deal with the complex dynamics in
membranes.6,12–14

The present work relates to the dynamics of multiple
mobile objects within viscous sheets. As shown below, there
are stability issues with the currently used many-particle
mobility tensor, arising from the fact that it is not positive-
definite. A similar problem is well-known in the case of
particles in three-dimensional (3D) suspensions15 and was
famously solved by Rotne and Prager16 and Yamakawa.17 Here
we solve it for the analogous quasi-two-dimensional (2D) case
of viscous sheets.

We assume the usual limit of overdamped dynamics (van-
ishing Reynolds number). In this limit, the response of the
objects to forces is linear and instantaneous and can be char-
acterized by mobility coefficients. In biological systems, these
conditions generally apply.1,7 We focus on the translation of
the objects and do not treat rotation. Along the text, we refer
to mobilities B rather than diffusivities D. At equilibrium, the
two are related by the thermal energy, D = kBTB (the Einstein
relation).

We proceed with a brief summary of the known results for
the mobility of a single particle and a pair of particles, in 3D
and 2D. Then we refer to many-particle dynamics and describe
the problem of negative mobility and its correction in 3D. In
Sec. II, we derive a 2D mobility tensor, which is positive-
definite by construction. We examine the derived tensor on
two cases, testing its positiveness. In Sec. III, we discuss the

results and possible extensions and applications. Appendices
A–C provide additional information which may be useful for
future simulations.

A. An isolated particle

The self-mobility of a particle, in general, characterizes
its linear velocity response to the force applied to it,

vα = Bs,αβFβ , (1)

where greek indices denote the spatial coordinates, and we
sum over repeated indices. In a 3D fluid of viscosity η, the
self-mobility of a sphere of radius a is given by Stokes’
formula,18

3DBs,αβ =
3DBsδαβ , 3DBs = (6πηa)−1. (2)

In a viscous sheet of viscosity ηs and thickness h, the
self-mobility of a particle of sufficiently small size a is in
general

2DBs,αβ =
2DBsδαβ , 2DBs =

1
4πµ

(
ln

2
κa
− γ

)
, κa � 1.

(3)
Here µ = ηsh is an effective 2D viscosity, γ ' 0.58 is
Euler’s constant, and κ−1 � a is an upper cut-off length
required to regularize 2D hydrodynamics. In the specific
example of the Saffman-Delbrück model for a protein in
a biomembrane,1 illustrated in Fig. 1, the self-mobility is
2DBs = (4πµ)−1[ln(2λ/a) − γ]. Here, the cut-off length κ−1

is the Saffman-Delbrück length λ = µ/(2η), arising from the
difference between the viscosities of the membrane and the
surrounding fluid. Similar calculations for other viscous sheets
and particle shapes all lead, in the limit κ−1 � a, to a self-
mobility similar to Eq. (3), with varying definitions of the
cutoff parameter κ.19–24

B. A pair of particles

When two or more particles move within a viscous
fluid, they do not move independently. Mutual drag forces—
hydrodynamic interactions—correlate their motions. For a
single pair of particles, Eq. (1) is generalized to
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FIG. 1. Illustration of a membrane of viscosity ηs and thickness h, consisting
of amphiphilic lipids (lighter gray beads), with two driven proteins modeled as
cylinders of radius a (darker maroon cylinders), immersed in a 3D surrounding
fluid of viscosity η.

vi
α = Bij

αβ(r)Fj
β , (4)

where the latin indices i, j = 1, 2 mark the particles and
r = r2 − r1 is the vector connecting their positions.
Equation (4) describes the velocity response of each particle
to the forces acting both on it and on its partner. The diagonal
blocks (i = j) of the pair-mobility tensor give the self-mobility
of each particle in the presence of its partner, given their separa-
tion r, while the off-diagonal blocks (i , j) give their coupling
due to the hydrodynamic interactions.

Within the Stokeslet approximation, valid in the limit
of large separations compared to particle size (r � a), the
particles are considered arbitrarily small, resulting in

B11
αβ = B22

αβ ' Bs,αβ , B12
αβ = B21

αβ ' Gαβ(r), (5)

where Gαβ(r) is the velocity response of the fluid at posi-
tion r2 to a point-force at r1 (the Green’s function of the flow
equations). Thus, in this limit, the diagonal block is just a self-
mobility of an isolated particle, and the off-diagonal block is
the coupling mobility of two point-like particles.

For a 3D suspension, the fluid’s response is given by the
Oseen tensor,25

3DGαβ(r) =
1

8πηr

(
δαβ +

rαrβ
r2

)
, (6)

and the interaction strength decays with distance as 1/r. This
relatively slow decay corresponds to long-range hydrodynamic
interactions between particles in suspensions.

For cylinders in a sheet, the analog of the Oseen tensor in
the limit of r � κ−1 is9–11,26,27

2DGαβ(r) =
1

4πµ

[(
ln

2
κr
− γ −

1
2

)
δαβ +

rαrβ
r2

]
. (7)

Equations (3), (5), and (7) yield the pair-mobility tensor of two
cylindrical particles within the Stokeslet approximation. The
logarithmic decay with distance implies much longer-range
correlations than in a 3D fluid, up to distances of order κ−1.

As a result, local perturbations give rise to strong nonlocal
effects.

C. Many-particle dynamics

Let us consider an ensemble of many objects within a
viscous sheet. In general, the velocity response of N particles
to the forces F = (F1, . . . , FN ) acting on them is given by a
many-particle mobility tensor, according to

vi
α = Bij

αβ(r)Fj
β , (8)

where i, j = 1, . . ., N are particle labels and r = (r1, . . . , rN )
is the configuration defined by the positions of all particles. A
simple way to construct an approximate many-particle mobil-
ity tensor is to assume a superposition of pair-mobilities. The
pair-mobility in the Stokeslet approximation (|rij | � a for all
pairs), Eq. (5), gives

Bi=j
αβ = Bs,αβ , Bi,j

αβ = Gαβ(rij), (9)

where rij = rj − ri. Substitution of the expressions (2) and (6)
for a 3D suspension in Eq. (9) yields the Kirkwood-Riseman
(KR) tensor.28 The 2D-analog of this tensor is obtained by
using the expressions (3) and (7) in Eq. (9).11

D. Positive-definite mobility tensor

If the mobility tensor is not positive-definite, there exist
configurations, for which the resulting power imparted to the
particles,

ε = Fi
αvi

α = Fi
αBij

αβ(r)Fj
β , (10)

is negative. However, in the viscous regime, this power equals
the energy dissipation rate in the fluid, which cannot be
negative due to the second law of thermodynamics. The
Stokeslet approximation fails to fulfill this requirement, as
it becomes invalid once there are configurations with insuf-
ficiently large separations.15 The problem emerges, in par-
ticular, in Brownian dynamics simulations, where configura-
tions involving close-by particles are inevitable, leading to
instability and non-physical dynamics when using the KR
tensor.15

Rotne and Prager16 and Yamakawa17 calculated an
improved tensor, which overcomes the problem of the KR ten-
sor in 3D. The derivation by Rotne and Prager is based on an
ansatz for the stress tensor, taking into account the finite size
of the particles and integrating the flow response over their
surfaces. This variational treatment yields a diffusion tensor,
which goes beyond the Stokeslet limit. Although the tensor is
not expected to be accurate for small separations, it (a) ensures
a positive dissipation rate for all particle and force configu-
rations, and (b) converges to the KR tensor for large sepa-
rations. This Rotne-Prager-Yamakawa (RPY) tensor is given
by

3DBi=j
αβ =

3DBs,αβ , 3DBi,j
αβ =

3DGαβ(rij) + C(rij),

C(r) =
1

12πηr
a2

r2

(
δαβ − 3

rαrβ
r2

)
,

(11)

where 3DBs remains the Stokes mobility of Eq. (2) and 3DGαβ

is the Oseen tensor, Eq. (6). Compared to the KR tensor of
Eq. (9), the RPY tensor introduces a correction to the second
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order in a/r. In fact, Eq. (11) is equivalent to a superposition of
pair-mobilities, corrected to order (a/r)2, which was not noted
in the original paper.

Similarly, the negative mobility problem arises when
using the 2D-analog of the KR tensor, obtained from Eqs. (3),
(7), and (9). Here as well, the Stokeslet approximation fails for
short-distance configurations, as will be demonstrated below.
In Sec. II, we apply the Rotne-Prager construction to the 2D
case.

II. 2D POSITIVE-DEFINITE MOBILITY TENSOR (PDT)

We follow the line of argument of Ref. 16, while adapting
it to cylinders in a sheet. Since we restrict the discussion to
distances r� κ−1, the analysis is essentially two-dimensional;
i.e., the dynamics is confined to the plane of the sheet. From
now on we deal with a two-dimensional problem and omit the
superscripts 2D. The effect of the actual 3D surroundings is
captured by the cutoff parameter κ only.

Consider a configuration r of cylindrical particles and
forces F acting on them. The resulting exact flow field u(r),
satisfying the boundary conditions on the perimeters of all
particles, is unknown. The stress tensor associated with it is
σαβ(r) =−p(r)δαβ + ταβ(r), where p(r) and τ(r) are the exact
pressure and viscous-stress fields, with

ταβ(r) = µ
[
∂αuβ(r) + ∂βuα(r)

]
. (12)

Even though the exact stress tensor is unknown, it can be
approximated, provided that the following basic properties
are maintained. (a) Both σ and τ are symmetric tensors,
σαβ = σβα and ταβ = τβα. (b) τ is traceless, ταα = 0. (c)
The total stress tensor is divergenceless (local forces acting on
a fluid element balance to zero since inertia is neglected),

∂βσαβ(r) = −∂αp(r) + µ∂ββuα(r) = 0. (13)

(d) For the same reason, the total force exerted by the 2D flow
on the perimeter of each particle exactly balances the external
force applied to it,

a
∫ 2π

0
dθ σαβ[ri + ani(θ)] ni

β(θ) = Fi
α, (14)

where ni(θ) is a unit normal to the perimeter of cylinder i. Once
the viscous stress is formulated, one can obtain the mobility
tensor by demanding that the total dissipation rate produced
by the viscous flow must be equal to the power imparted to the
particles by the external forces,

ε = (2µ)−1
∫

d2r ταβτβα = Fi
αBij

αβ(r)Fj
β . (15)

Note that the integration is over the fluid domain of the sheet,
excluding the areas of the particles.

The exact viscous stress tensor τ, evidently, is positive-
definite, producing a strictly positive dissipation rate ε for any
configuration. In linear hydrodynamics, it is also a minimizer
of ε .29 Any choice of a valid stress tensor satisfying the require-
ments (a)–(d) is bound to produce a dissipation rate above
the minimum, ε̄ ≥ ε > 0, and is thus positive-definite and
corresponds to a PDT.

Following these guidelines, we construct a stress tensor
based on the flow induced by a single forced particle and
define

σ̄αβ(r) ≡ − p̄(r)δαβ + τ̄αβ(r) =
∑

i

σi
αβ(r − ri),

p̄(r) ≡
∑

i

pi(r − ri), τ̄αβ ≡
∑

i

τi
αβ(r − ri),

(16)

where σi, pi, and τi are the total stress, pressure, and viscous
stress produced in the sheet by a single particle located at ri

and driven by a force Fi. We use bars to distinguish the func-
tions associated with the constructed tensor from those of the
exact one. Since σi is the exact stress for the case of a single
particle, it is symmetric and divergenceless, τi is symmetric
and traceless, and, thus, σ̄ satisfies properties (a)–(c). In addi-
tion, the integral of σi over the perimeter of particle i is equal
to Fi, whereas the integral of σi over the perimeter of another
particle j vanishes due to the divergence theorem. Hence, σ̄
satisfies requirement (d) as well. Therefore,

ε ≤ ε̄ = (2µ)−1
∫

d2r τ̄αβ τ̄βα = Fi
αB̄ij

αβ(r)Fj
β , (17)

where B̄ij
αβ is the approximate many-particle mobility tensor

(yet to be calculated), corresponding to the ansatz (16).
The next step is to find the fields σi, τi, and pi induced

by a single forced particle. They are readily obtained from
Saffman’s treatment of the single-cylinder problem.7 The flow
velocity ui(r) at a point r in the fluid, resulting from a force
Fi applied to a single cylinder at the origin, can be represented
as

ui
α(r) = Uαβ(r)Fi

β ,

Uαβ(r) =
1

4πµ

[(
ln

2
κr
− γ −

1
2

+
a2

2r2

)
δαβ +

(
1−

a2

r2

)
rαrβ

r2

]
.

(18)

The resulting viscous stress and pressure, obtained from the
equations, τi

αβ = µ(∂αui
β + ∂βui

α) and ∂βσ
i
αβ = −∂αpi

+ ∂βτi
αβ = 0, are

σi
αβ(r) = −piδαβ + τi

αβ ,

τi
αβ(r) = Tαβγ(r)Fi

γ, pi(r) =
rαFi

α

2πµr
,

(19)

where the tensor Tαβγ(r) = µ
(
∂βUαγ + ∂αUβγ

)
. These results

are substituted into Eq. (16) to yield the total stress σ̄αβ(r).
Note that while Eq. (19) refers to the stress induced by an
individual particle, the total stress in Eq. (16) is a superposition
of all such individual contributions.

The last step is to calculate the dissipation rate produced
by the constructed viscous stress and extract the approximate
mobility tensor [see Eq. (17)]. The integral in Eq. (17) con-
tains diagonal terms, I1 = ∫ d2r τi

αβ(r − ri)τi
βα(r − ri), and

off-diagonal ones, I2 = ∫ d2r τi
αβ(r− ri)τj,i

βα(r− rj). The inte-
gration over the fluid area of the sheet, excluding the areas of
the cylindrical objects, is technically very difficult. Therefore,
repeating the arguments of Ref. 16, we extend the definition
of each individual stress τi into the interior domain of the
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relevant particle i such that τi(|r − ri | < a) = 0. The stresses
emanating from particles i and j are not zero within the inte-
rior of particle k(k , i, j). Thus, when we replace the correct
integration domain with the whole area of the sheet, we intro-
duce superfluous contributions to the dissipation from areas
that do not contain a viscous fluid (for example, the contribu-
tion from the integral of τ1τ2 over the internal area of particle
3). The sum of all these contributions is the integral of τ̄τ̄
over the non-fluid areas, which is strictly positive, and there-
fore further increases the dissipation rate beyond ε̄ . Finally,
we replace the integrals I1 and I2 by the following perimeter
integrals:

I ′1 = a
∫ 2π

0
dθ ui

α(wi)σi
αβ(wi) ni

β = Fi
αB̄ii

αβFi
β ,

I ′2 = a
∫ 2π

0
dθ ui

α(wi)σj
αβ(wj) nj

β = Fi
αB̄i,j

αβFj
β .

In these expressions, wi ,j(θ) = ri ,j + ani ,j, where ni(θ) and
nj(θ) are the unit normals to the perimeters of particles i and
j, using the same value of θ for the two along the integration.
The divergence theorem and the facts that σ is divergence-
less and τ is traceless allow us to transform the integrals I ′1,2
into I1,2. The nonlocal terms, coupling the flow velocity at
the perimeter of one particle with the stress at the perimeter
of another, are a nonintuitive but direct consequence of the
superposition ansatz (16). Substituting Eqs. (18) and (19) into
the integrals I ′1,2 and evaluating these integrals, we extract the
PDT,

B̄i=j
αβ =

1
4πµ

(
ln

2
κa
− γ

)
δαβ ,

B̄i,j
αβ =

1
4πµ

[(
ln

2
κrij
− γ −

1
2

+
a2

(rij)2

)
δαβ

+

(
1 −

2a2

(rij)2

) rij
αrij

β

(rij)2


, (20)

where rij = |rij | = |rj − ri |.
This equation is our central result. The diagonal terms

simply reproduce Saffman’s self-mobility, Eq. (3). The off-
diagonal terms, as in the original RPY tensor for 3D suspen-
sions, introduce corrections of order (a/rij)2 to the 2D version
of the KR tensor, Eqs. (5) and (7). In the appendixes, we
present three elaborations on this result. Appendix A shows
that Eq. (20) is equivalent to a superposition of pair-mobilities,
corrected for finite particle size. Appendix B extends
the mobility tensor to cases where particles may overlap
(rij ≤ 2a). In Appendix C, we suggest a useful extension for
large separations in fluid membranes (rij > κ−1).

A. Test case 1: Two cylinders

Let us consider the simplest configuration, an isolated pair
of cylindrical particles (or membrane inclusions) separated by
r = r1 − r2 = rx̂ and driven apart by the opposing forces
F1 = −F2 = Fx̂, as shown in Fig. 2.

Following Eq. (20), the relative velocity of the parti-
cles is

FIG. 2. Normalized velocity difference, ∆v̄ = 4πµ∆v/F (∆v = v1 − v2),
of two cylindrical particles of radius a, separated by distance r and pulled
in opposite directions by forces of the same magnitude F, plotted versus the
ratio r/a. The Stokeslet approximation (dashed black line) yields negative ∆v
(particles move inward while driven outward) at the overlapping distances,
r . 1.65a, while the PDT (maroon solid line) gives strictly positive results for
all r/a values.

∆v = v1 − v2 =
F

4πµ

(
2 ln

r
a
− 1 +

2a2

r2

)
. (21)

As the distance r approaches the κ−1, the relative velocity
saturates to the one between two noninteracting particles.
When the correction term 2a2/r2 is neglected, the relative
velocity becomes negative for r/a <

√
e ' 1.65, meaning

that at these separations the particles get closer when pushed
apart. As shown in Fig. 2, the correction term ensures positive
mobility at all separations. This test case produces a maximum
interaction effect, and, therefore, the mobility should remain
positive for any other choice of forces. In this simplest example
of two particles, the problem arises at overlapping distances.
In the next example, however, the problem appears at larger
attainable separations.

B. Test case 2: Ring of normally driven cylinders

We now examine an initial configuration of N = 10 cylin-
drical particles evenly distributed along a circular ring of radius
R = 1. The particles are driven in the normal outward direction
by identical forces F = Fn̂ (see Fig. 3) and interact hydro-
dynamically. We take κ = 10−3 and µ = 1 and check various
line fractions φ, such that a = φπR/N. At every time step, we
calculate the velocity of each particle according to Eq. (20)
and advance them to their new positions at the next step. The
velocity hardly changes within the considered 50 steps. We
compare the results obtained with and without the correction
term (see Fig. 3).

The figure shows that above a certain particle density,
φc ' 0.55, the uncorrected tensor yields negative velocities—
the ring shrinks under an outward forcing. For the same
parameters, the new tensor gives strictly positive velocities—
the ring always expands, for all line fractions. As the den-
sity increases, the calculated velocities, although positive,
become inaccurate. In particular, at φ = 1, the velocity is
expected to vanish due to the impossibility of inward flow,
while the approximate tensor produces a relatively small finite
value.
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FIG. 3. Normalized velocities, v̄ = 4πµv/F, of N = 10 cylindrical particles
of radius a, arranged in a symmetrical ring of radius R and normally driven
by a force of magnitude F, plotted versus particle density φ (line fraction).
The velocities calculated using the Stokeslet approximation (blue triangles,
dashed line) become negative above a certain densityφc ' 0.55. The velocities
calculated using the positive-definite tensor (maroon circles, solid line) are
positive at all densities. The normalized curves depend on κ and N only, and
we have used κ = 10−3. The value of a/R is set at each point by the density,
according to a/R = πφ/N.

III. DISCUSSION

This work addresses the many-body hydrodynamic inter-
actions among driven or diffusing cylindrical objects within a
viscous sheet. Treating two test cases, a pair of particles and
a ring of many particles, we have demonstrated the elimina-
tion of non-physical situations of negative mobility, using the
derived PDT. Therefore, the tensor can be safely used in numer-
ical calculations involving short-range hydrodynamic inter-
actions, such as Stokesian dynamics schemes30 for viscous
sheets.

Despite the ensured stability, we stress again that the for-
malism and the resulting tensor are not exact, but limited to
second order in the ratio of particle size to separation. A treat-
ment of many-body dynamics which would be accurate to
higher orders should involve not only the correction to the
pair-mobility but a departure from the pair-wise superposition
assumption as well.

One application of the formalism developed here is
directly related to the permeability of immobile protein assem-
blies in membranes to lipid flow. This problem will be dis-
cussed in a forthcoming publication. Another example would
be an improved calculation of the self-mobility or diffusivity of
extended objects, such as rods and polymer molecules, embed-
ded in a viscous sheet or membrane.11,14 We recall that in such
calculations, the correction found by Rotne and Prager to the
Kirkwood-Riseman tensor vanishes upon spatial averaging, as
noted by Yamakawa.17 The same holds for our correction to
the Stokeslet approximation in 2D. Therefore, the preaverag-
ing approximation for extended objects should not be used
with the corrected tensor, as it will nullify the effects of the
correction term.

An important extension of this work would be to take
into consideration viscoelastic (frequency-dependent) effects,
either within the sheet31 or in its surrounding environ-
ment.32
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APPENDIX A: TENSOR DERIVATION BASED
ON PAIR-MOBILITY

In this appendix, we recalculate the corrected pair-
mobility of two cylindrical particles following Ref. 9. We show
that the many-particle tensor constructed from a superposition
of these pair-mobilities coincides with the PDT derived in the
main text.

The starting point is once again the flow field induced
by a single cylinder located at the origin and driven by the
force F1. Our purpose is to calculate the velocity v2(r) of
another force-free cylinder, embedded in this flow field at
position r. For a sphere in a 3D viscous fluid, this relation
between the particle velocity v2(r) and the flow velocity u(r)
is given by Faxén’s first law.33 The analogous law for a cylin-
der in a viscous sheet, in the limit κ−1 � a, was derived in
Ref. 9,

v2(r) = u(r) +
a2

4
∇2u. (A1)

Substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (A1), we obtain v2
α(r)

= B12
αβ(r)F1

β with the pair-mobility

B12
αβ =

1
4πµ

[(
ln

2
κr
− γ −

1
2

+
a2

r2

)
δαβ +

(
1 −

2a2

r2

)
rαrβ

r2

]
.

(A2)

This result coincides with the pair-mobility block B̄i,j
αβ of

Eq. (20). Hence, the many-particle mobility tensor, con-
structed from such pair-mobilities, is identical to our PDT.
Note, however, that this alternative derivation does not prove
positive-definiteness of the constructed tensor.

APPENDIX B: OVERLAPPING PARTICLES

The mobility tensor derived in the main text, Eq. (20), is
guaranteed to be positive-definite, provided that the disks do
not overlap, i.e., rij > 2a for all pairs i, j. (Its derivation relied
on the flow and stress fields around a single forced disk, which
are defined only outside the disk.) This restriction does not
pose a problem if short-range repulsion between the particles
is included, as is done in most simulations. Still, extending
the mobility tensor to include overlapping separations may be
useful, e.g., in simulations where direct interactions are not of
interest. The “inner” tensor (for rij ≤ 2a) can be derived by
recalculating the integrals in Sec. II, while replacing the two
circular boundaries of the interacting disks by the boundary of
two overlapping disks, as was done for the 3D case in Refs. 16
and 34. Here we obtain the inner tensor in a simpler way, by
postulating its general form and imposing the conditions that
it should satisfy.

Based on the required integrations and the 3D calcula-
tion,16,34 we anticipate an inner tensor of the form
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B̄i,j
αβ(rij ≤ 2a) =

1
4πµ

[(
C1 + C2

rij

2a
+ C3

rij

2a
ln

rij

2a

)
δαβ

+

(
D1 + D2

rij

2a
+ D3

rij

2a
ln

rij

2a

) rij
αrij

β

(rij)2


. (B1)

To find the six coefficients, we impose the following con-
ditions (satisfied also in the 3D case): (a) the inner tensor
should be divergenceless, similar to the outer one; (b) it should
converge continuously to the outer tensor at rij = 2a; (c) at
rij = 0, as the two disks overlap perfectly, they move together,
i.e., the tensor should converge to Bsδαβ . These conditions
yield

C1 = ln
2
κa
− γ,

C2 = − ln 2 −
1
4

,

C3 = 2 ln 2 −
3
2

,

D1 = 0,

D2 =
1
2

,

D3 = − ln 2 +
3
4

.

(B2)

Equations (20), (B1), and (B2), together, give the mobility
tensor for disks at all distances, including the possibility of
overlap.

APPENDIX C: LARGE SEPARATIONS IN MEMBRANES

In the main text, the tensor of Eq. (20) is limited to particle
separations smaller than the cutoff, rij� κ−1 for all pairs i, j. In
the particular case of fluid membranes, the cutoff distance and
the hydrodynamic interaction beyond it are well characterized,
arising from the coupling of the membrane to the surrounding
3D fluid. It would be important for large-scale simulations of
membrane inclusions to have a mobility tensor which is also
valid for rij & κ−1.

A natural extension of Eq. (20) is the replacement of
the logarithmic Green’s function, Eq. (7), by the full Green’s
function for a membrane,9,10 while keeping the short-range
(∼a2/r2) correction terms. This results in

B̄i=j
αβ =

1
4πµ

(
ln

2
κa
− γ

)
δαβ ,

B̄i,j
αβ(rij) =

1
4µ

{ [
H0(κrij) −

H1(κrij)
κrij

−
1
2

(
Y0(κrij) − Y2(κrij)

)
+

2 + a2

π(κrij)2

]
δαβ

−

[
H0(κrij) −

2H1(κrij)
κrij

+ Y2(κrij)

+
2(2 + a2)

π(κrij)2

] rij
αrij

β

(rij)2




, (C1)

where Yn and Hn are, respectively, the Bessel functions of
the second kind and Struve functions. This tensor covers all
values of rij, whether smaller or larger than κ−1, as long as rij,
κ−1 � a. For separations rij � κ−1, it coincides with the PDT
of Eq. (20), while at larger separations, the positivity issue is
irrelevant. Thus, even though we cannot provide a rigorous
proof for the positive-definiteness of Eq. (C1), this mobility
tensor is very plausibly positive-definite for all configurations
of membrane inclusions.
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